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Objective
The objective of this study is to systematically review the literature on the use of social media for biosurveillance in order to evaluate whether this data source can improve public health practice or community health outcomes.

Introduction
There is a significant body of literature on the use of social media for monitoring ailments such as influenza-like illness¹ and cholera,² as well as public opinions on topics such as vaccination.¹ In general, these studies have shown that social media correlates well with official data sources¹,² with the trends identifiable before official data are available.³ However, less is known about the impact of integrating social media into public health practice, and resulting interventions. Therefore, the ISDS Social Media for Disease Surveillance Workgroup initiated a systematic literature review on the use of social media for actionable biosurveillance.

Methods
For the purposes of this project, social media was defined as internet-based applications where users can: activate and set their own profile, develop and update it constantly, make such profile totally or partially public—linking it with other profiles on a network—and share resources and information. Examples of included social media are: Facebook, microblogs, blogs and discussion forums. Data sources such as internet searches and ProMED-mail were not included.

The PRISMA standard⁴ for systematic literature reviews was followed, and Pubmed, Embase and Scopus databases were queried between September 2012 and February 2013 for journal articles, conference proceedings and gray literature. Over 1,440 unique articles were identified and briefly reviewed for relevance to the following questions by at least two reviewers:

1. Can social media be integrated into biosurveillance practice and outbreak management in order to support and improve public health?
2. Can social media be used to effectively target populations, specifically vulnerable populations, in order to test an intervention and interact with a community to improve health outcomes?

Articles were excluded when: neither question was addressed, methods were scientifically unsound or methods were presented exclusively. Review articles were also excluded throughout, although citation lists were searched for additional manuscripts.

At the time of submission this project is in progress, with 231 articles identified for detail review. Of these, 184 have been reviewed using the structured data abstraction form (preliminary results below). The project will be concluded in October, and the final results presented at the ISDS Conference.

Results
The preliminary results include 29 articles that address the first review question and 23 articles the second. It is worth noting that 89% of the included articles are classified as exploratory. In general, these tend to be retrospective or survey-based analyses assessing the validity of using social media for monitoring events and sentiments of public health interest, as well as for targeting populations. There are very few articles that discuss social media being integrated in public health practice, and even fewer that include subsequent intervention.

Of the excluded articles, 19 discussed methods exclusively, and in a more developed stage, may address a review question.

Conclusions
The research questions were focused on the use of social media to support public health practice, and, based on preliminary results, there is little literature on this topic. This may suggest that it is particularly challenging to translate research using social media for biosurveillance into practice. Alternatively, public health departments may be using social media, but not publishing their efforts.
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